Orthotic Solutions

When you’re ready to take your patients beyond basic Orthotic devices, then you’re ready for Otto Bock.

We’re re engineering Orthotics and developing unique solutions that elevate the application of the three-point force system to a new level.

Orthotic product innovations include:

- **E-MAG Control** – a knee joint that gives patients a convenient remote control to unlock their knee and provides feedback when it’s locked/unlocked for increased stability and confidence

- **Unilateral Joints** – the only joint system with a weight rating, this system lightens the load for patients who struggle with heavier, double-upright KAFOs

- **FreeWalk** – allows for more natural gait by locking during stance phase and unlocking during swing phase

Find out more about these and other Otto Bock orthotic solutions by calling your local Sales Representative at **800.328.4058 (U.S.) or 800.665.3327 (Canada)** or find us online at www.ottobockus.com or www.ottobock.ca.